PRICE LIST: Price details for PHOTOMODTM software
Valid since November 01, 2007
All prices are in USA dollars, FOB Moscow
Prices are subject to change without notice

PHOTOMOD version 4.3.
Prices of recommended PHOTOMOD software suites for using on one computer
Scope of delivery

Price,
USD

Modules and their functions

Obligatory for any local suit

PHOTOMOD Core* (project creation and management, initial data input,

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

blockwide operations)

+

+

+

+

PHOTOMOD SolverA (block adjustment, exterior orientation of stereo pairs

–

–

+

+

PHOTOMOD SolverS (RPC block adjustment, exterior orientation of stereo

–
–
+

+
+
–

+
+
+

+
+
+

PHOTOMOD DTM (creation and editing of DTM and contour lines)

2500

PHOTOMOD Mosaic (orthorectification and mosaic)

1800

PHOTOMOD StereoDraw (stereo feature extraction)

2700

+

–

–

+

PHOTOMOD VectOr (professional map editor, DTM and orthophoto

PHOTOMOD AT (interior orientation, GCPs input, relative orientation)
and single images of Central projection)
pairs and single images of Pushbroom scanners)

processing)

1900
2300
2100
2100

1000

Suite I. PHOTOMOD for stereo and mono feature extraction.
Central projection cameras

10000

Suite II. PHOTOMOD for DTM and orthophoto production.
Central projection cameras
Suite III. Universal suite

10600
15400

16400 Suite IV. Full local suite
Supplementary module
Supplementary module

PHOTOMOD StereoVectOr (stereo feature extraction, works seamlessly
with a vector map of VectOr module)

PHOTOMOD StereoLink (stereo feature extraction within Microstation
environment)**

2700
2700

Each suit includes: hardlock key, installation CD, documentation on CD.
Shutter glasses are not included and should be ordered additionally according to the Customer’s preferences.
Any module of a suit can work only on the computer where the hardlock is installed.
* Includes Montage Desktop module and a set of utilities
** Licence of Microstation 95/.SE/J is required.
***************************************************************************************************

SPECIAL OFFER
PHOTOMOD version 4.3.
Local suite for scanner imagery processing
Configuration
PHOTOMOD modules: Core, AT, SolverS, DTM, Mosaic, StereoDraw

Price
7700

Can be used for processing of pushbroom scanner imagery only. Includes: hardlock key, installation CD and documentation
on CD.
Shutter glasses are not included and should be ordered additionally according to the Customer’s preferences.
Any module of a suit can work only on the computer where the hardlock is installed.
No additional discounts are applicable in this case.
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Price details for PHOTOMODTM software
PHOTOMOD version 4.3.
Prices of PHOTOMOD software modules for using in a local network
Modules and their functions

Price, USD

PHOTOMOD Core (project creation and management, initial data input, blockwide operations)

3800

PHOTOMOD AT (interior orientation, GCPs input, tie points measurements, relative orientation)

2800

PHOTOMOD SolverA (block adjustment, exterior orientation of stereo pairs and single images of

2800

central projection)

PHOTOMOD SolverS (exterior orientation of stereo pairs and single images of pushbroom scanners)

2800

PHOTOMOD DTM (creation and editing of DTM and contour lines)

3200

PHOTOMOD Mosaic (orthorectification and mosaic)

2300

PHOTOMOD StereoDraw (3D stereo feature extraction)

3500

PHOTOMOD VectOr (professional map editor, DTM and orthophoto processing)

1200

PHOTOMOD StereoVectOr (parallel work with a vector map in StereoDraw and VectOr modules)

3500

PHOTOMOD StereoLink (stereo feature extraction within a Microstation environment)*

2700

The selected configuration is supplied with hardlock key, installation CD, documentation on CD.
Shutter glasses are not included and should be ordered additionally according to the Customer’s preferences.
Any module of a suite can work on any computer in the network where the hardlock is installed.
*License of Microstation 95/SE/J is required.

When a network configuration is purchased only one PHOTOMOD Core module should be paid
while it is supplied in quantity required for simultaneous work of all purchased modules.
The price of upgrade from a local to network configuration with the same set of modules is the
difference in prices of the local and network configurations.

Stand alone programs
Program name

Price, USD
600

PHOTOMOD ScanCorrect (geometric calibration of desktop publishing scanners)*
PHOTOMOD GeoMosaic (geocoding, mosaicing and transformations of raster images)

900

Supplied with hardlock key and documentation on CD.
* Supplied with plastic grid for DTP scanner calibration

PHOTOMOD Radar software package
(RADARSAT, ERS1/2, ENVISAT, ALOS, SIRC/X data processing)
Modules and their functions

Price, USD

Geo Processor (georeferencing, geocoding, orthorectification)
Stereo Processor (DEM generation using stereo processing)
Interferometric Processor (interferometric SAR data processing)
Image Processing Tools (SAR data classification, filtering, edge detection)
Oil Spill Detection Processor
Full suite
Supplied with hardlock key, installation CD and documentation on CD.
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2000
2500
2500
1700
1200
9900

Price details for PHOTOMODTM software

TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND UPGRADES
Price and details for technical support and software upgrades
Software comes with one year technical support including:
· answers to technical questions by phone, fax and email;
· free software upgrades.
The price of one year technical support renewal is 20% of the current price of the existing software
configuration.
If new modules are developed, they are not included in the regular upgrades and should be paid
additionally.
Upgrade files are delivered through Internet or by post on CD. Documentation is supplied in electronic
form (PDF files).
If the upgrade requires a dongle exchange the customer will be charged for additional $200 to cover
a new dongle cost and postal expenses.

DISCOUNTS
Quantity discounts: 2nd copy of each module or suite 10%, 3rd copy 12,5%, 4th copy 15%, 5th copy 
17,5%, 6th copy20%, more  call.
Training courses in PHOTOMOD or PHOTOMOD Radar
N
1

2

Course
“PHOTOMOD basic training courses. General principles
and main stages of the photogrammetric production line”
or
“Basic training courses in PHOTOMOD Radar”
“PHOTOMOD advanced training courses in specific
applications”
or
“Advanced training courses in PHOTOMOD Radar”

Place

Duration

Price, USD

Moscow*

1–2 weeks

200/day for one
person

Moscow*

12 weeks

200/day for one
person

*Courses at the Customer’s place are possible but should be specially negotiated.

Accessories
Name

Price, USD

Printed documentation *
Shutter glasses from “Ibik” company or from “STEL” Corp., Russia
NuVision shutter glasses from MacNaughton Inc., USA, http://www.nuvision3d.com
NuVision shutter glasses from MacNaughton Inc., USA, http://www.nuvision3d.com

40
200
On request**
On request**

Plastic grid for DTP scanner calibration (23x23 cm, 5mm cell size)

20

* Consist of set of brochures for each modules and stand alone programmes. Price per one brochure.
** Direct purchase from MacNaughton Inc. or dropshipment is preferable to minimize the Customer’s delivery expenses.
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